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I recall a poem of mine rejected with one reader saying to another “…yes it is interesting but in all 
the wrong ways…” Bill struck many as a thinker who was interesting but somewhat at odds with how 
thinking should be carried out. Much like Socrates Bill made what to think “uneasy”. His approach to 
the archeology of knowledge was to unravel the connections between where a person was to what a 
person thought. How words were to be worried over ever shifting and always open to possible pathways 
to exploration.  I recall one expression he used in discussions was asking “can you unpack what you 
just said?” The convivial order of intellectual discourse rested upon paying careful attention to what is 
being said and where what is said opens a space for entering. The main thrust in our asking questions is 
held with- in utilitarian certainties, questions should actually have answers.  I came to the realization that 
banality rested within not seriously considering how what I thought found its way into adequate language, 
after reading Hannah Arndt that banality of evil hinges upon the lack of taking what others say seriously 
enough to question. Bill took delight bringing to class what was just to the side of what we were discussing. 
I can still hear his wonderful voice reading “A Mother’s Tale” by James Agee, and W.H. Auden’s poetry. 
Having Bill Poteat as a teacher and friend became important, my being encouraged to continue becoming 
a poet.  He instilled the importance of poetry being a method of thinking and valuable in continuing the 
convivial ambiance for continuing the discussion of the importance in affirming the bodymind (I choose 
this word over mindbody) modality of knowing.

In the early 1970’s he was instrumental in bringing the Greek sculptor Evangelos Moustakas to the Duke 
University Art Museum. Bill was encouraged in connecting to an artist who embodied thought into feeling 
within the works he created. The exhibit took my breath away and led to Sonnets to Eurydice. I would like 
to share a poem which came from the art: 

PEGASUS AND PORTRAITS

Did you leave the golden bridle
In deep love, unfolding his animal wings?
Carry the innocent eye to saddle,
Through dangerous game to sing?

Between thumb and finger
A clairvoyant love of care,
Soaring through sea and sky to configure
The dying ripeness of their lyre.

In the cradle between shadow and light
A deep love unfolds in word,
The muses of their day and night.
   
William H. Poteat, a remarkable person, a teacher who allowed us to cradle shadow and light, to love how 
words unfold, to pay attention to the tacit dimensions soaring through sea and sky. 

The following are poems relating to Bill. It is the only way I know how to thank him,

ELEGY FOR BILL POTEAT
“to say I love you is to say I want you to be…”

-St. Augustine

It is not possible
to impersonally think
for thinking blooms
within the incantations
of another’s voice.

Reason remains
more than the sound
of all its parts.

Let us take
the upper case



from the noun of  our names
and be lowered
to the care of this earth.

The shadows of ambiguity
always surround the self;
even after long years
the surprise that our bodies still belong.

All which makes a person
is too much magic
for the sum of words.

Creation is in the giving
or taking of a rib; 
the apple when offered
glistens in the promise
that no self which belongs
to another’s yes, shall be undone. 

Think again,
time bounded in body,
the senses given
that we might know
and be known.

Listen, the sound
we hear is both
bone and wing.
Time is an arrow
feather shaft
and stone tip;
a space equal
to its wound.

What needs to be swallowed
is death itself, otherwise
nothing wondrous will come of it. 
CONSCIOUSNESS ROOTED AND POROUS

Ceremonial mixture grows persons, places 
and things. Indwell riotous roots, speech
stems in bodymind burst. Cardinals burn, 
canonical light splatters, agitation tumbles. 
A mockingbird oracles primacy of nest. 
We inhabit voice the extreme gesture of body; 
tacit texture— flesh holding our tongues to song.

FAILURE OF LANGUAGE

She uttered what was lodged
within her heart, that desperate

need to share another body’s warmth.
Ophelia’s touch might have melted

Hamlet’s cold suspicion, but care
could not wrap round her words,

carry them home to quilt his thoughts,
straighten the corridors of his mind.

Here is the failure of language:
words shifting from what is meant

to what is thought, to what is surmised;
unraveling all the sinews of care.



A stream-shroud covers her, and sorrow
lifts her body just above the stones.
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FIRST BREATH

In first breath stars scatter, galaxies 
swirl. Time bends, touches skin.  
In gravity’s pull, moon waxes and wanes. 
Ocean tides run through veins 
as migrating birds wing the season’s sky. 
Before tongue gestures first words we enter. 
The web of breath unfolds from underside 
of sight. As silent centers of sound we  
follow song-lines over landscapes 
of our growth as fleshed reeds of shape & sound.  

THE HAPPINESS OF LANGUAGE
For Vicki Hearne

Between thumb and finger 
pinch back petunias, 
voluntary reds rising from terra cotta  

within in-
between spaces 
the mind finds form  

green questions thrown into wind

flames braze urgent need 
reason elopes with honeysuckle jumps over the fence  
a bush sizzles discovers someone to speak it 

from  another’s mouth imagination is never alone  
grace is in loving the limits to what we say  
what touches bodies leads to where language churns 

KNOWER AND THE KNOWN
                For  Bill Poteat

Words appropriate granules of thought.
language-shaped

meaning shifts…
still 

there remains the persistence of the real
in the fabric of vowels –uttered from the personal; 

the I 
of each self stands 

within, 
behind, 

before

words we choose having been chosen to speak.



NOT UNLIKE BASEBALL

rotation of language things thoughts
present themselves—

no word is neutral upon
utterance

effort split finger or spit
sends seams spinning

knowledge comes a blue darter
Dizzy Dean

intent has a body will one thing only
raw hide to wood 

a moment cracks

ON EARNING AN HONEST LIVING
for Bill Poteat

“…that truth is neither mine nor his nor another’s, but belongs to us all, and we must never account it private to ourselves, lest we be 
deprived of it.”

-St. Augustine

Middle C excites mosquitoes to swarm. Know the body’s insistence—
hum of the human. There is an archeology of the heart, a poetic 
delight in thought.  Truth grabs you by the hair, 

shakes you clean. In our time reason is easily assumed—collectible. 
Our words a vaporization. The poles of earth wander.  This 
world bobs, up and down. Rethink a moment, of velocity, 

inertia, latent heat.  How iron dissolves to electrons, protons sound 
undulations of air. How the blue jay might absorb the pterodactyl. 
It takes over 150 elephants to make a whale. 

Learn the smell of unreality.  The sham of intellect with no grace.  
The knowledge there are ass holes who don’t know how to fart. 
Acts are irreducible.  Thinking is an act. A being possessed.  

Names stand real as trees. Hard knocks, bark !  Wittgenstein, 
Merleau-Ponty, Polanyi, Auden, Agee.  
The consequence of vision thickens on the tongue.  

Words, heart of pine, grains around the disappearing. Truth clings 
as seeds, cocklebur, Xanthium strumarium- beggar lice,
Bidens-a dancing bramble.  

Wade in a mud hole where elephants bathe. Wallow.  
Squat your haunches down.  Let the elements cling.  
Get down to know that the gratuitous is sacred.  

Dew seeks a thing stable.  Truth clings to the underside.  
Language is a tissue. All the echoes are at the bottom.

Elon G. Eidenier


